By adopting natural generalizations of relational frame and relational model we showed in [2] that the deontic law D, Dp -» Op, is not universally first-order definable. In effect, we showed there that for n > 2, there is no n-adic first-order sentence p such that for every n-ary frame F,F ^D iff F ^(3 in the first-order sense.
. or y n e V(a)\.
We say that a is valid on F or F is a frame for a(F 1= a) iff F(a) = U for every valuation V on F. That this is the correct generalization of frame and model is argued at some length in [3] . Corresponding to the modal notion of a frame is the first-order notion of a model. If F is an n-ary frame and a* is a sentence in the first-order theory of a single n-adic predicate, then we say that F is a first-order model for O!*(F I 3 ot*) iff F(a*) = 1 for every assignment of individual variables to objects in F. Taking these notions of frame and first-order model we arrive at the notion of n-adic first-order definability. If there is an n-adic first-order sentence a* such that for every n-ary frame F, F t= a* (in the first-order sense) iff F t= a, we say that a. is n-adically first-order definable. If a is n-adically firstorder definable for every n, then we say that a is universally first-order definable.
*Partially supported by National Research Council Grants A4523 and A4085. It is easily seen that G cannot fail on any of the F/'s. Assume that G fails at x. Then there will be a >> 7 -where Dp holds and a yj where Dip holds, and so p A "~| p will hold at z. Similarly, if G fails at some y ; -, then Dp and Dip must hold at z, and so p A ~lp will hold at x. Now suppose that G fails at z. Then Dp and • ~lp will hold at x. But this too is impossible.
The ultraproduct FQ of the F z 's over a nonprincipal ultrafilter G will have the structure shown in Diagram 3
here F is a valuation for which
G will fail at h. Thus the class of ternary G frames is not closed under ultraproducts. Since an n + 1-ary frame can be generated from an n-ary frame by defining R f (n l , . . ., n n n n ) ^ R(n u . . ., n n ), we may assert that for n > 2, the class of «-ary G frames is not closed under ultraproducts. This proves the theorem. Proof: The adaptation of the G frame sequence to obtain this result is straightforward. We simply interpose m points between z and x in each frame. The first frame in the sequence is illustrated in Diagram 4.
